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SMOOTHNESS OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS AT BOUNDARY POINTS MIKIHIRO HAYASHI
Let U be a bounded open set in the plane. We study the smoothness at boundary points of the continuous functions on U which are analytic in U. A main result is the characterization of sequences x n e U, x n -> x, with the property that the functions are of class C k along: x n at x. As an application of this characterization, we can find an open set U for any twice continuously difiFerentiable arc J such that U contains J in its boundary and the functions are of class C°° on J.
1* Introduction* Let U be a bounded open set in the complex plane. Ό and bU will be the closure and the boundary of U, respectively. A(?7)willbe the set of all continuous functions on Ό which are analytic in U. The set A(U) is a Banach space with the supnorm, ||/1| -\\f\\ π = suv{\f(z)\:zeU}.
For a point x e U, the derivative f {t) {x) is regarded as a linear functional /t->/ (ί) (#) on the Banach space A(U). By Cauchy's integral formula this functional is bounded. For some boundary point x of U, the derivative f [t) (x) is defined as a bounded linear functional on A(U); A. P. Hallstrom [2] has characterized such points xebU in terms of the analytic capacity (cf. Theorem 2.1). However, this does not mean that the functions in A( U) are actually differentiable at x; in fact, we can construct an example such that all order derivatives / (ί) (#) at a point x are bounded functionals, while the first order derivative of a function in A(U) is not continuous at x along x n for any sequence x n ->x (Example 3, §3). The purpose of this paper is to investigate the sequences {x n } along which the functions in A(U) are actually differentiate at x.
The problem was first considered by A. G. O'Farrell [4] , J. L. Wang [6] and the author [3] . The first and the second authors used suitable Borel measures as a main tool and considered fcth order differentiability, and so on. Independently, we have treated the same problem by using both the measures and the analytic capacity. However, in our previous paper we have considered only the first order case. Suggested by their papers we succeeded in the extension of the capacity's method for the high order case; for which we need an improvement of the method.
Our results are collected in the next section. A main result is Theorem 2.2; roughly speaking, the sequences x n -> x are characterized 172 MIKIHIRO HAYASHI by the degree of thickness of the interior U at x and x n . To measure the thickness, we shall use the analytic capacity. Applying this theorem, we shall construct some examples in §3. The main part of our proof consists of calculations to estimate the remainder of Taylor expansion in terms of the analytic capacity. These calculations will be made in § §4 and 5. In §6 we shall show a way of direct proof for the properties of a t (x, r) ; this notation will be defined at the beginning of the next section.
The similar results are valid for the classical functions spaces H°°(U) and R(X). if°°(Z7) is the space of all bounded analytic functions on U. R(X) is the space of all continuous functions on a compact plane set X which are uniformly approximable by rational functions with no pole on X. The comments on these corresponding results will be made at suitable places of §2.
We wish to thank the referee for his variable suggestions and especially for showing us Lemma 2.10 in the present form so that we can carry out the proof of the theorem without the aid of §6. Our original form of Lemma 2.10 is stated as the statements (iv) and (v) in §6.
2* Results and estimates* Throughout the paper, U will be a bounded open set in the plane, and we shall fix a number a with 0 < a < 1. Under this convention, E n (x, r) = E n (x, r, a) will denote the open annuli {z: ra n+1 < | z -x | < ra n } for integers n, -°° < n < °o. And the open disc {z: \z -x\ < r} will be denoted by Δ{x, r).
For a set E in the complex plane C, let S^^(E) be the set of all continuous functions / on the Riemann sphere S 2 = C U {oo} such that / is analytic outside of a compact subset of E and \\f\\ s * ^ 1, /(oo) = 0. Then, the continuous analytic capacity, a(E), of the set E is defined by
The following two facts are seen easily:
To measure the thickness of the interior U at x, we shall consider the following quantity:
aΐ 'ix, r) = a? ''(χ, r, a) (x, r, α) , will be used if it is appropriate for the occasion. Note that this quantity measures the outside of £7, so U is thick at x if it is small.
REMARK. TO give a general form of estimates including the parameter a, we are working with general a. This, however, is a matter of interest but not of necessity. It may be helpful for the reader to regard a -1/2 in this paper, by which each expression will become simpler. Now, let xe U. We shall denote by A( U; x) the set of the functions in A(U) which admit analytic continuation to some neighborhood of \x. It is known that A{ U; x) is a uniform dense subspace of A(U) (cf. [1; Chap. II, Th. 1.8] Here, p > 0 is any fixed number.
NOTE. We proved in our previous paper [3] that the analogue in case t = 0 of the uniform convergence part of Theorem 2.2 (i) is valid. However, the pointwise convergence part is false in case t = 0. For a counterexample, let x be a nonpeak point on the boundary of U to which a sequence x % of peak points converges. Then a^x, r) < oo and cc^x^ \x Λ (ii) If R is a positive number with UQJ(x, R), then it holds
where c 0 is a universal constant.
Later, many positive constants, as C lf will appear. They will depend on several parameters *i, •••,** and do not depend on ί7and x. To describe such constants, we shall say that C = C(* 19 •••, * p ) is an absolute constant. A universal constant is an absolute constant with no parameter; in the paper, however, we shall not use a universal constant other than c 0 , which is the constant that appears in Melnikov's estimate (cf. §5, (5.1)); from now on we shall use this constant c 0 without notice.
Some detail points should be mentioned for the proof of Theorem 2.1. Since al> N (x, r) <: rΌίl^x, r) by (2.3), the estimate (E-l) implies ^'^-CWII^II if r < VCJWDIW . Therefore, we need the fact that a t (x, r) < oo for some r > 0 then a t (x, r') < oo for a sufficiently small (or large) number r' > 0; to see this, we have only to put r' = ra N in the equality
Note. The proof of the estimates (E-l) and (E-Γ) are essentially due to A. P. Hallstrom [2] . He also showed that if a^x, r) = oo then lim^oo a\>£{x, r)/al' N (x, r) = oo for t ^ 1. This follows from Cauchy's inequality
The last inequality follows from a(E Λ (x, r)\U) ^ ra n ((2.1), (2.2) 
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We stated Estimate 2.7 as a special case of Estimate 2.6. However, we can prove the estimate (E-3') directly by modifying the calculation made in [3] , which is rather more simple than that made in §5. Now, we put the statement of Theorem 2.2 into a different form. As we have already noted, the condition a t+1 (x 9 r) < °o is equivalent to the boundedness of the linear functional Dl on A(U). And, the condition "f w (x n )->f {t) {x) for all feA(U) (resp., uniformly for f e A(U), 11/11 ^ 1)" is equivalent to the condition that Dl n converges weak-* (resp., in norm) to Dl. Moreover, the weak-* convergence of Dl n is equivalent to the condition lim % \\Dl\\ < °o in our case: The necessity of the latter condition is obvious by the uniform boundedness principle and, since
, the sufficiency is a consequence of the following easy lemma. LEMMA 
Let E be a normed space and E o be a dense subset of E. If φ n is a sequence of linear functionals on E such that lim Λ ||0 n || < co and φ n (x) is converging for any xeE 0 , then φ n converges weak-* to a bounded linear functional on E.
Now, since Dl(Rίf) = Ό\f -Dtf, and since lim, Dl n (Rίf) = 0 for feA(U;x), the statement of Theorem 2.2, (i) is equivalent to the following: Let p > 0 by any fixed number.
( i)' Suppose ||D£|| < oo (ί ^ 1). Then, Tim 11-D^.Rill < oo (resp., lim = 0) n n if and only if lim a t+1 (x n , p \x n -x\) < co (resp., lim = 0) .
The same is good of the statement of Theorem 2.2, (ii). In this case, it holds that D\(RTf
Hence, the statement of Theorem 2.2, (ii) is equivalent to the following: Let p > 0 be fixed number.
(ii) Suppose ||D* +1 |I < °° (* ^ 0). Then, Πrn H-P^^ΊI < oo ( r esp., lim = 0) \x n -x\ if and only if
Thus, Theorem 2.2 is special case of the following theorem. THEOREM 2.9. Let xe U and let x n eϋ be a sequence converging to x. Suppose ||JD£|| < oo. Then, for s^t (t ^ 1), (1) Tίπϊ ll-PiiffiH < oo (resp., (2) lim -0) if and only if
Here, p > 0 is any fixed number.
To prove the theorem, we need a lemma. (
ii) Let N be an integer and, for each n, let M(n) be an integer with M(n) ^ N and a M{n) p\x n -x\ ^ R -\x n -x\. Then, it holds where K is a constant independent of the sequences x n and the integers N and M(n).
Proof. For simplicity, put d n = \x n -x\.
Thus, Lemma 2.5 implies (i).
(ii) For a bounded set E in the plane, put r x (E) = inf {r/R: {z: r < \z -x\ < R}^E}.
Thanks to (i), we may replace the integer N to another one. So we assume
If r x (E) < b f then the set E can be covered by two succesive annuli EJx, R, b) and E m+ί (x, R, b) .
Since r x (\JU 0 E k+i (x n , pd n )) > a\ each F m or G m does not contain more than two of E k (x n , ρd n ). Thus, when we sum up the above inequality about k, each F m or G m appears at most two times; and it holds a? {nhN (x n , pd n ) £ jp{a t (x, R 9 V) + a t (x 9 bR, ¥)) .
This proves (ii).
REMARK. We can avoid the use of the fact a t {x, , b 2 ) < co for a different conf ormal radius using the semi-additivity of the analytic capacity, we have cc (E m (x, R, a?) 
Therefore, an easy calculation shows that whenever the denominator is positive. Therefore, if limJ|Z?ί Λ i?£|| = 0, then the property (1) (resp., (2)) implies the property (3) (resp., (4)). So, to complete the proof of the "only if" part, we have only to show that lim w || DIJZi \ | < oo implies \\ma s+1 {x ny ρ\x % -x\) < <*> .
n In fact, since Dtjtl = Dl n -Dl and \\Dl \\ < oo, the hypothesis implies limJ|D*J| < oo, and this implies \im n a s+1 (x n , p\x n -x\) < oo by the inequality (2.4). Conversely, suppose that the property (3) (resp., (4)) holds. Then we have by (2.3)f or 0 ^ k S s. If it were proved that lim % ||JB1 Λ || < °o, the property (1) (resp., (2)) would follow from the estimate (E-2'). So we shall prove it. In either case, it follows that lim^ cc s _ k+1 (x n9 p\x n -χ\) < oo for 0 ^ k ^ s, and it holds cc t^{ x f R) < oo for any R > 0 by Theorem 2.1.
Hence, letting R n = a Mίn) ρ\x n -x\, the preceding lemma, (ii) implies lim % α z (a? Λ , i? w ) < oo for 1 <; ϊ <; s + 1. Since we may take the numbers R and R n so that £7S 4(a? n , JRJ and JB n ^ Jί -| a?« -a;|, the estimate (E-1Q implies that TimJ|DίJ| < <*> for 0 ^ & ^ s. Therefore, we have ΠmJ|i2*J| < oo by (2.6) . Now, let p be any positive number. The theorem holds for
Since cc s+1 (y, p\y -x\ 
Therefore, the theorem holds for any positive number p.
An application of our theorem is the following: COROLLARY 2.11 (A. G. O'Farrell [4] ). If the set U contains a sector {z e Δ{x 9 r): θ γ < arg (z -x) < θ 2 }, then the functions in A(U) are t-times continuously differentiahle at x along the half lines {z e Δ(x 9 r):
The proof is obvious, for a t (y, p\y -x\) = 0 at any point on the half lines if p < tan θ 0 , β 0 = min {(9 -0 X , ^2 ~ ^, π/2}. NOTE. Here we remark on the rational function space R(X). In this case, the corresponding estimates are valid for R(X), where we replace the set U by the set X. The proof is the same if we use the set R(X) 0 instead of the set A(U; x, y); where R(X) Q is the set of the functions which are analytic on some neighborhood of X. Therefore, all analogy results of this section are valid for R{X).
As already noted, the boundedness of Dl does not guarantee the existence of a sequence x % with the property considered above. However, we have proved the following in [3] 
Roughly, this fact shows that the functions in A(U) are differentiable at x along almost all sequences provided Dl is bounded. In high order case, the situation is quite different. We can construct an example such that Dl are bounded for all t ^ 0 but, for any sequence x n converging to x, the derivative f'(x n ) of a function / in A(U) is not continuous at x (cf. §3, Example 3). For R(X), A. G. O'Farrell ([5] ) constructed a more extreme example such that 11 Dl 11 = oo for all x e X except only one point of X at which Dl is bounded for all t ^ 0. In spite of this circumstance, J. L. Wang showed the following: THEOREM 2.13 (Wang [6] ). REMARK. TO be exact, Theorem 2.12 (resp., Theorem 2.13) has been proved only when the limit of (ii) (resp., (iii)) is weak-* limit in the paper [3] (resp., [6] Proof. Since Δif = tlu'Dlf + ΔKRίf) and * k the "if" part is a simple consequence of the estimate (E-3') The "only if" part follows from the following estimate. The details are the same as before and will be omitted. The analogy results are valid for the space H°°(U) of bounded analytic functions, but the proof is not similar. It follows from the results for R(X). We shall mention it briefly.
First we define the analytic capacity, or 7-capacity; the definition is similar to ^-capacity, where we only replace the condition "continuous functions" by "Borel functions;" i.e., the analytic capacity, Ί{E), of a set E in the plane is defined by where J^f(E) is the set of all Borel functions / on the sphere S 2 such that / is analytic outside of a compact subset of E and 1, /(°°) = 0. The following properties are easily seen:
If we replace the open annuli EJjx, r) by the closed annuli E n (x, r), the notation y t (χ, r) n is defined in the same way as a t (x, r) π . However, the derivative f {t) (x) for feH°°(U) is not defined so easily. This was defined by O'Farrell [4] using the device that T. W. Gamelin and J. Garnett found and used to define the distinguish homomorphisms H°°(U). For our present purpose, we shall state it here: Let H°°(U; x) be the set of all Borel functions / such that / e H°°( U) and / is analytic in a neighborhood of x. Then it holds that (2.9) (Gamelin and Garnett [7] 
) for each function feH°°(U), there is a sequence f n eH°°(U;x)
such that \\f n \\ S 2 ^ \\f\\ π and f n converges to / pointwisely on U.
Now, for feH°°(U;x), we define Dtf by Dtf = (l/tl)f {t) (x).
The lower estimate of the norm \\Dl\\ will be obtained in the same way. In particular, \\Dt\\ = co if y t+1 (x, r) = °o. Conversely, suppose y t+1 (x,r) < oo. Then, by (2.8) , there is a compact set X with the properties: XQ U{J{x}, xeX and 7 ί+1 (as, r) x < oo. It follows from (2.7) that a t+1 (x, r) x ^ Ύ t+1 (x, r) x . Therefore, Dί is bounded on R(X). Using Hahn-Banach's extension theorem and Riesz's representation theorem, there is a measure μ on X such that I fdμ = Dtf for / 6 R(X). If μ has the form μ = v + cδ x (δ x is the unit point measure at x), we employ v + c((z -x)*/tl)μ as a new measure μ so that μ has no point mass at x. Now, we put Dtf = \ fdμ for feH°°(U).
We claim that Dtf is determined independently of the choice of the measure μ. Since l£ U{J{x}> we have H°°(U; x) £ R(X).
Noting (2.9), dominate convergence theorem yields that
for any sequence feH°°(U;x) with ||/J| ^ ||/||, /,->/ on U. The expression shows that Dtf depends neither on the measures μ nor on the sequence {/J. And we also obtained the following; 3* Examples* We shall make some examples of U concerning the space A(U). As for the examples, the situations in the cases R(X) and JEΓ°(?7) are different. We shall also remark on it.
n , ε n ) are mutually disjoint and 0 e δ 27. So , then ||DJ|| < <*> and ||^+ 1 II = °°; that is, all functions in A(U) are of class C s on the interval ( -1, 1) of the real axis, but there is a function in A(U) which is not s + 1 times differentiate at 0. As another case, if ε n = 2~{ %2+2 \ then ||DJ|| < oo for all t; that is, all functions in A(U) are of class C°° on the interval ( -1, 1). EXAMPLE 2. Modifying the above example, it is possible to construct an example such that the interval lies entirely in the boundary of U: To do this, we let for ε n ^ 2~{ n+2) . Then the interval J = (-1, 1) on the real axis lies in bΐl. We claim that the functions in A{U) are of class C°° on J if we set ε n = 2~% 2 /An. Put
We note that the sum of the arc length of bd(w nk , ε n ) is finite, for Σ i n=ι2n-2πε n ^ τrΣΓ=i2"" 2 < °°. Thus, if a function / is continuous on the Riemann sphere S 2 and analytic in S In this example, the fact that / is an interval in not essential. We have only needed the property of J that every continuous function / on S 2 which is analytic on an open set V can be approximated uniformly by the continuous functions on S 2 which are analytic on some neighborhoods of JΌV.
The sets J with this property are said to be α-negligible. As is well-known, a finite number of piecewise twice continuously differentiate curve is α-negligible. Therefore, starting from a compact α-negligible set J, we can construct a similar example of U in the following way; first, take an open set D with D2/, and take a sequence {z k } in D\J whose cluster points are in J; and then, choose a family of disjoint closed discs A k in J5\J with the centers z k , and put U = D\(J U (\J k A) )-Then the smoothness on J of the functions / in A(U) is obtained by accelerating the speed of the radii of Δ k tending to zero. To construct a similar example for the case R(X), we can take any compact set J with no interior. For the case £P°(Z7), we must take a 7-negligible set as J. A set J is 7-negligible if there is a constant ikf > 0 with the following property; for every bounded function / on S 2 which is analytic on an open set V, there is a sequence of bounded functions f n such that f n are analytic on some neighborhood of V U J, II fn Hoc ^ M11/ I| oo and f % converges to / pointwisely on U. Since every compact 7-negligible set is totally disconnected, we can not take any arc as the set J in the case H°°(U). EXAMPLE 3. Here we give an example of U such that \\Dt\\ < °°a t the origin OebU for all order t, but ΪImJ|Z)iJ| = oo for any sequence x n eϋ converging to the origin 0: Let J be an open annulus {z: r < \z\ < R}. It is known that, for any small ε > 0 and large λ > 0, there is a finite number of disjoint closed discs Δ k such that A k aJ, a(\J k Δ k ) < ε and a 2 {x, r, a)j > X for any xeJ (for instance, cf. [2; Example 1]). Now, for each n, deleting a finite number of closed disjoint discs A { k n) from E n (x, 1, a), we can make an open set U = 40, l)\(LL fe 4"T such that a(E n (0, 1, a)\U) < a n and a 2 (x, \x\, a)u > n for x e UΠ E n (x, 1, a) . Then, a t (x, R, a) σ < oo for all t, and lim n a 2 (x n , \χ n \, a) = oo if χ n ->0. Therefore, Theorem 2.2 shows that this is a desired example of U. Although the above constrction is somewhat rough, it is not difficult to make this precise.
4* Proof of the estimates (I)* In this section we shall estimate the norms ||.D£|| and \\D s y Rl\\ (t ^ s) from below. To do this we use the following property of α-capacity (cf. [1; Chap. VIII]): Let K be a compact set in the complex plane C, and let / be a continuous function on the Riemann sphere S 2 which is analytic in the outside of the set K and vanishes at oo. Then The latter formula is a consequence of an easy estimate of the
We shall estimate the norm \\Di\\. Let r > 0 and 0 < a < 1 be fixed, and put X n -E n (x, r). For ε > 0 and a positive integer JV, take a function f n ej^^(X n \U) with
Let / Λ (s) = /;(oo)/(s -a?) + Λ/(^ -x) 2 + Λ/(s -#) 3 + be the Laurent expansion at cχ>, and put
We note that g n is vanish at co and analytic wherever f n is analytic. Thus g % e A(U). By the estimate (4.3) and by /;(<*>) ^ α(X n \I7) ^ rα % , we have (1) HflUI = llflr lk^(ί + 2)(rα") ί+1 .
If « ί X^.i UXU X Λ+1 , then d(s, X Λ ) ^ m w+1 -ra n+ \ Hence, we have by the formula (4.1) ( 2 ) I g n {z) I ^ ^(
Now we put
Then ίί e A( ί7) and g attains the maximum modulus on [Jζ =0 X n . Let z 6 X k . Using the estimate (2) for n with » Φ k -1, A;, k + 1, and the estimate (1) Thus, by letting ε -* 0, it follows that j.^ r ) + 3
This proves the estimate (E-l). Next we shall estimate the norm ||2?JJB£|| (t ^ s). Let x y yeϋ and 0 < r < d = \y -x\, and put Y n = E n (y, r). For ε > 0 and a positive integer N, take a function f n e J^^(Y n \U) with
As above, let g n {z) = Λ(oo)/(z -y ) + AJ(z -τ/) 2 + AJ(z -ί/) 3 + be the Laurent expansion at oo, and put
By (1) and (2), we have
Here we consider the Laurent expansion at oo once more; this time, making a new center of the point
Then h n is analytic wherever g n is analytic. Hence h n eA(U) and IIM = II^»IIF W . Since U^=o ?.cφ, d + r), the estimate (4.3) and (1) yields
If « ί Γ^,! UΓ W U Γ Λ+1 , then the estimates (4.2) and (5) yieldŝ
Now we put 2) + *±£_}(i + rY«Y.\U)
Then heA(U) and fe attains the maximum modulus at a point in UίU y» Let z 6 Ϋ k . Applying the estimate (7) for n with n Φ k -1, k, k + 1 and the estimate (6) Now the estimate (E-2) follows if we put
The proof of the estimate (E-4) is similar. We put s = 0 in above. Then, the expressions (3) and (8) where c 0 is a universal constant and bJ denotes the boundary of J. Now, let xeϋ, and fix a number R with UaA(x,R). We already mentioned about the dense subspace A{ U; x) of A( U) in § 2. In the following, we assume that the functions / in A( U; x) are extended to continuous functions on the Riemann sphere S 2 so that / are analytic at x and vanishes outside of J(x, R); moreover, we may assume that the sup-norm \\f\\ s * are sufficiently closed to \\f\\u.
First we shall estimate of the norm ||D£||. Take a function / in A(U; x), which is analytic in Δ{x, ε) for suitably small ε > 0. It follows that
Since we may assume ε = Ra N for a larger N, we have
The last integral is zero by the assumption about /. Hence, the Melnikov's estimate (5. Since the sup-norm ||/|| 5 2 is closed to \\f\\ Uf we obtain the following estimate:
Now we shall estimate the norm \\DyRi\\. Let x, ye U, and fix a number R with UcΔ{x 9 R). This time, we assume that the functions / in A( U; x, y) are extended to continuous functions on the complex plane so that / are anrlytic at x, y and R\f vanishes outside of Δ(x, R); where A(U; x, y) is the dense subspace of A(U) which was defined in § 2. Let / e A( U; x, y), then / is analytic in Δ(x, ε) for a suitably small ε > 0. First we make some preparatory computations: It is easy to see that
Therefore, it follows from (2.5) that
Differentiating s times the following equation as functions of y; 
For positive numbers p, δ, there is a continuously differentiate function h such that 0 ^ h ^ 1, h(z) = 1 for | z | ^ ^, /t(^) = 0 for \z\ > p + δ and ||9Λ/9ϊ|| ^ 1/δ; for example, we define h by fc(z) = 1 Let 0 < α < 1 and 0 < r < \y -x\, and let M be the maximum integer with Ra M+1^2 \y -x|, i.e., ikf = [log α 213/ -a?|/Λ] -1 (Gaussian symbol). For the sake of M^ -1, we assume \y -x\ ^ R/2. Here, we prepare a system of continuously differentiable functions h n for n = 00 and for -1 <^ % ^ ikf such that 0 ^ h n ^ l f Moreover, there are several estimates made from the formula (3); we shall state them in order. For simplicity, we put X n = E n (x, B) and Y n = E n (y, r). Since dhjdζ Φ 0 only on X n , it follows that .-i-G.)(«)|^|ff(*)| |l-A. (2) in the last summation, we note that integrals on bY n are vanishing for large integers n because G^ is analytic in a neighborhood of y. Thus, Melnikov's estimate (5.1) and the inequality (7) (8), (9) and (10) 
